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Jury Deselection:
the law anD Voir Dire 
techniques for Jury 

selection

select the wrong Jury anD you will lose your case before you eVen start.



ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kurt D. Lloyd is a plaintiff ’s trial lawyer who has compiled over 70 civil jury trials in his career. He is the 
recent author of Jury Selection, a Trial Lawyer's Manual for Illinois, the first and only published book on the 
subject in Illinois.   Kurt focuses his practice on medical malpractice and other catastrophic injury cases. 
During 30 plus years, Kurt has won over $300 million for his injured clients and referring/partnering 
attorneys. Kurt is a frequent speaker to other trial lawyers on how to win their cases. Kurt also provides 
plaintiff ’s consulting services to partnering attorneys, including focus groups, trial strategy, and jury 
selection. He is a graduate of IIT/Chicago-Kent College of Law and the founder of the Lloyd Law Group, Ltd.    

Jury selection is one of the most important phases of a trial. But jury selection has its own unique body of laws and court 
rules that apply to trials in all practice areas, and it isn’t taught in law school or most trial advocacy courses. Join us as 
trial lawyer and newly published author Kurt D. Lloyd provides an in-depth look at the law and court rules controlling 
jury selection in Illinois, as well as an overview of the successful voir dire techniques for identifying and “deselecting” 
biased jurors. Any practicing lawyer involved in jury trials or litigation who attends this seminar will learn about: 

• The psychology of a prospective juror;
• Statutory juror qualification and disqualification;
• The laws and rules for juror discovery;
• Using social media to discover juror background and beliefs;
• Jury instructions and voir dire;
• How to submit jury questionnaires;
• Who the “ideal juror” is for your case;
• How to frame voir dire questions to discover “juror truth”;
• Proving juror bias to excuse jurors;
• How to handle juror misconduct; and
• Much more!
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Each registrant will receive a copy of Kurt Lloyd’s book, 
Jury Selection, a Trial Lawyer's Manual for Illinois
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